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Abstract: A single particle soot photometer (SP2) was deployed in urban Nanjing, located in the
Yangtze River Delta (China), to investigate the mixing state and sources of ambient refractory black
carbon (rBC) from 26 January to 25 February 2014, along with an in-situ measurement of submicron
aerosol chemical species by an aerodyne aerosol chemical speciation monitor (ACSM). The results
showed that anthropogenic activities associated with firework emissions can be a significant source
for rBC-containing particles during the period of the Chinese New Year, resulting from the evident
peaks of rBC at midnight. During the residual periods, namely regular day (RD), the diurnal cycles
of rBC presented two typical peaks that can be attributed to a synergistic influence of local traffic
emissions and boundary layer changes throughout a day. Three coating factors, including organics,
sulfate, and nitrate (-rich), were resolved using a positive matrix factorization (PMF) approach to
explain the potential contribution of non-rBC coatings (i.e., organics, sulfate, and nitrate) to the
coating thickness of rBC-containing particles. As the results show, organic aerosols (OAs) might
be a major contributor to the coating thickness of rBC-coating particles during the whole period.
The relative coating thickness (a ratio between coated particle size to BC core) exhibited a positive
relationship with sulfate, indicative of the favorable coating factor during the episode caused by
firework emissions. Source apportionment of rBC was performed via a multiple linear regression
between the total rBC mass and each ACSM-PMF factor (rBC-ACSM-PMF). On average, biomass
burning emissions accounted for 43%, being the largest contributor during the RD period, whereas
local traffic emissions played a major role during the new year time.

Keywords: black carbon; mixing state; sources; firework emissions; winter; Yangtze River Delta

1. Introduction

Atmospheric black carbon (BC) aerosol plays a significant role in climate warming effects by
absorbing solar radiation [1–3], the source of which is mainly emitted from incomplete combustion
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processes of fossil fuel or biomass burning [2]. Since the size distributions of BC particles are mostly in
the range of 0.01 to 1 µm, they can enter the blood stream through the respiratory system, deteriorating
the health condition of human beings [4]. High BC concentrations have been frequently observed
in eastern China, which has been suffering from serious air pollution issues [5]. Recently, it has also
been realized that haze pollutions can be induced by high concentrations of BC aerosols over eastern
China [5]. However, the physical and chemical properties and sources of BC-containing particles
remain poorly understood in eastern China, which is essential to be further investigated.

The surface structure of fresh BC particles is loose and porous, which provides a place for the
adsorption of coating components. The physical and chemical properties of the BC-containing particle
can be changed via accumulating coatings of non-refractory chemical species. The mixture of BC
and coating components in the forms of internal mixing can lead to the particle absorption efficiency
enhancement, which depends on the aging degree of particles in the atmosphere [6–9]. Previous aircraft
measurements suggested that the coatings enhance light absorption of BC column by at least 30% in the
free troposphere [10]. Besides, the absorption coefficient of refractory black carbon (rBC)-containing
particles shows regionally-specific characterizations, which had different effects but all could contribute
importantly to atmospheric stabilization and the boundary layer variation [11,12]. The light absorption
capacity of BC varies slightly in the first stage and the spherical particles continue to increase with a
large absorption enhancement, up to 2.4 times compared to the initial absorption capacity [12]. Fresh BC
particles are mainly hydrophobic when emitted, but it can become hygroscopic after atmospheric
aging [13]. Liu et al. [14] found that the hygroscopicity of BC particles can be increased when they
are coated by secondary inorganic aerosols, especially ammonium nitrate. However, quantitative
analysis on the mixing state and sources of rBC particles in China, especially in polluted regions (e.g.,
the Yangtze River Delta), remain unclear. Understanding the mixing state of ambient BC is therefore
particularly important to evaluate their lifetime and environmental impacts.

Several instruments have been successfully applied for quantification on BC mass concentration,
e.g., organic carbon/elemental carbon (OC/EC) analyzer and Aethalometer, but they are not able to
provide the information on single BC particles. Recently, a useful instrument, the single particle soot
photometer (SP2), was developed to characterize the physical properties of refractory black carbon
(rBC) particles [15,16]. The SP2 can measure the mass, number concentrations, and size distribution of
rBC with high time resolution. The mixing state of individual rBC particles measured by the SP2 can
then be calculated using a concentric core-shell configuration, which has been described in detail by
Taylor et al. [17]. In this study, a combination of the SP2 and an Aerodyne Aerosol Chemical Speciation
Monitor (ACSM) was employed to investigate the characterization of the mixing state and sources of
rBC in wintertime in urban Nanjing, a megacity in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD). Potential coatings of
non-refractory chemical species on rBC-containing particles were explored. A new insight into the
impact of firework emissions on mixing state of rBC was discussed.

2. Experiment

2.1. Sampling Site

The YRD is one of the most developed economic regions in China and plays an important role in
contributing to the nation’s continuous economic growth. The sampling site (32◦03’ N, 118◦46’ E) was
located in the urban area of Nanjing, one of the largest cities in the YRD (Figure 1).

The measurements took place during the wintertime from 26 January to 25 February 2014.
All instruments were conducted on the roof of a six-story building in Jiangsu Provincial Environment
Monitoring Center, approximately 18 m vertically from the ground. This sampling site can be an
influence of multiple sources, e.g., local emissions and regional transports, which is a typical residential,
commercial, and business area of urban environments. In addition, short-term impacts of firework
emissions on the local air quality could be associated with firework events over the region of the
sampling site during the Chinese Lunar New Year.
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2.2. Instrument Description

2.2.1. The Single Particle Soot Photometer

In this study, SP2 was used to measure single rBC-containing particles. A detailed description of
the SP2 can be found in previous studies [16,18,19]. Briefly, SP2 is based on the absorption of BC in the
near-infrared band. Particles are drawn through an intra-cavity neodymium: yttrium-aluminum-garnet
(Nd:YAG) laser (λ = 1064 nm) and heated one by one. The soot particles can be heated to their
vaporization temperature and they emit an incandescent signal, while other particles just scattering
light can only emit a scattering signal. All the signals are captured by four different light detectors,
while the intensity of the incandescent light is proportional to the mass of rBC regardless of particle
coatings or morphology [14]. Refractory components have high enough boiling point temperatures
that they emit an incandescent signal as they vaporize. Hence, the amount of rBC is determined by the
peak intensity of the incandescent signal [20]. The broadband detector for individual rBC particle mass
detection ranges from 0.3–67 fg and corresponding rBC equivalent volume diameter from 67–305 nm,
the narrowband detector for individual rBC particle ranges from 1.6–130 fg and the corresponding
rBC equivalent volume diameter from 82–550 nm, covering the vast majority of rBC particles in the
atmosphere [19,21]. The sampling flow rate was set at 60 mL/min.
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When rBC are coated by other chemical components, they can transfer the heat to the surface,
and some time is taken for coatings to evaporate before incandescence can occur. The aging degree
of rBC was then inferred from the time delay between the peak of the scattering and incandescent
signal [10]. The scattering signal of particles is discussed based on the assumption that particles are
spherical and uniform. The scattering process of the electromagnetic wave is obtained by using the
electromagnetic field equation. The measuring method for the coating thickness assumes that the
rBC is a spherical structure and the pure BC is coated by non-refractory components. Mostly ambient
rBC particles contain non-refractory materials, so coated rBC sizes (Dp) and pure rBC sizes, also
termed rBC core size (Dc), were input to the Mie calculations. Previous studies have defined the
most appropriate core refractive index and coating refractive index to be 2.26 − 1.26i and 1.5 + 0i
respectively [17,22–24], the parameters of which was used in Mie model calculation in this study.
The relative outer shell thickness can be defined as Dp/Dc. The imaginary part of the refractive index
of 1.26 that we use is specifically for the SP2 configuration at the laser wavelength of 1064 nm, which
has been previously tested using pure-BC of denuded diesel soot, and this value will give a Dp/Dc

= 1 for such nearly-pure BC at 1064 nm. The SP2 can measure tens of thousands of particles per
minute and the data that we used in this study was hourly average data. Therefore, the error caused
by the size of single particles is largely offset, which basically reflects the relative aging process of
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rBC in this period. The incandescence signal was calibrated using Aquadag® black carbon particles
(Aqueous Deflocculated Acheson Graphite, manufactured by Acheson Inc., Port Huron, MI USA).
The Aquadag®black carbon particles were selected by mobility diameter using a differential mobility
analyzer (DMA). The DMA voltage was adjusted to obtain data of about ten thousand BC particles in
the mobility diameter range of ~80 to ~500 nm to establish a functional relationship between the peak
height of the wide-channel optical signal and the particle mass.

2.2.2. Other Instrument and Data

The non-refractory submicron aerosol species, including organic aerosol (OA), sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium, and chloride were measured by the ACSM, which operated at a time resolution of
~15 min with a scan from m/z 10 to 150 atomic mass unit (amu) at a rate of 500 ms amu−1 [25,26].
A detailed description for the operational principles of the instrument and data analysis can be found
elsewhere [27,28]. Briefly, the same aerosol sampling, vaporization, and ionization modules are applied
in the ACSM system as the Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer [29], but, the ACSM cannot provide
size information of the measured aerosol chemical composition [28]. Source apportionment of OA
was performed using a positive matrix factorization (PMF), which can be find in Supplementary Text
S1. Briefly, the PMF results were examined through an Igor Pro-based PMF Evaluation Tool [30].
The detailed description of PMF can be found elsewhere [31]. A monitoring of aerosols and gases
(MARGA, model ADI 2080 Applikon Analytical B. V. Corp., Herisau, The Netherlands) was also
deployed to measure the mass concentrations of a major water-soluble inorganic ion (potassium ion,
K+) in PM2.5. All collocated gaseous species, including NO-NO2-NOx, O3, SO2 and CO, were measured
with gas analyzers (Thermo Scientific, Singapore).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. rBC Mass Loadings

3.1.1. Time Series of rBC Mass Concentration

Figure 2 shows the time series of hourly-averaged wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD),
temperature, relative humidity (RH), precipitation, Dp/Dc, and rBC mass concentrations obtained
during the whole period. The average WS was 3.31 m/s with a range of 0.1–7.8 m/s. The RH and
temperature varied between 33% to 99% and –5.4 to 20.4 ◦C, with an average of 78% and 4.9 ◦C,
respectively. Low intensity rainfall occurred four times over the whole period. We attempted to divide
the total period into two periods: A Spring Festival period (SF, also termed as Chinese New Year) and
residual days (Regular Days, RD).

The rBC mass concentrations varied from 0.12 to 11.72 µg/m3 during the whole period, with an
average of 3.02 ± 2.12 (mean ± 1σ) µg/m3. On average, it was observed that the mass concentration
of rBC during the SF (3.65 ± 2.95 µg/m3) was found to be 0.85 µg/m3 higher than that during the RD
(2.80 ± 1.68 µg/m3). On average, the Dp/Dc was similar during the periods between the SF (1.34) and
the RD (1.36), which is consistent with the values observed in other cities in the presence of strong
traffic emissions [23,32]. This might suggest that fresh rBC-containing particles, rather than more aged
ones, could dominate the amount of total rBC particles during the entire study. Meteorological factors
also played an important role in rBC mass concentration trends. As an illustration, Figure 2d shows a
high mass loading around 27 January, which is most likely due to low WS and unstable WD. Since static
weather conditions are not conducive to the spread of locally produced pollutants, this therefore could
have accounted for the high concentration loadings of rBC.
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Figure 2. Time series of hourly-average (a) wind speed, wind direction, (b) temperature, relative
humidity, precipitation, (c) relative coating thickness coated/uncoated diameter (Dp/Dc), and PM1,
(d) visibility and mass concentrations of refractory BC (rBC).

3.1.2. Diurnal Variation of rBC Mass Concentration

Figure 3 depicts the diurnal variations of the rBC mass concentration over the entire period.
All time references are given in local standard time (LST). During the RD period, rBC presented two
obvious peaks at early morning (around 08:00 LST) and evening (around 19:00 LST) rush hours, which
are likely associated with rush hours and could be influenced by variations of planetary boundary
layer height [23,33,34]. The height of the boundary layer rises with ascending of the solar radiations in
the afternoon, therefore creating meteorological conditions that were conducive for the dispersion of
pollutants. This can be one of the important factors affecting the concentrations of rBC particles in
ambient air. The mass concentration of rBC presented insignificant diurnal variations during the SF
period. This can be partly explained by a reduction in BC emissions from the regular transportation
sector during the SF vacation period. During the vacation period, residents are not required to go
to work within a fixed timeline, therefore the change in trend did not show the usual morning and
evening peaks.

3.2. rBC Mixing State

3.2.1. Diurnal Variation and Quantification of Each Components

The diurnal variation patterns of Dp/Dc are shown in Figure 4. The average Dp/Dc was 1.34 (SF)
and 1.36 (RD), respectively. Diurnal cycles on RD had higher Dp/Dc values in the early morning and
afternoon, as well as two lower values with one in the morning rush hours (06:00–08:00) and the other
in the evening. This means that the coating thickness of rBC was relatively high in the early morning
and afternoon, with fresh particles near the source emissions at the rush hours. The atmospheric
boundary layer was relatively low during the night, subsequently making the diffusion of pollutants
difficult and led to coatings on rBC. Dp/Dc kept relatively stable with a weak decrease during daytime
in the SF. High RH in the morning enhanced the component’s hygroscopic properties coated on the
rBC [14], and strong solar radiation also accelerated the photochemical reaction during the daylight.
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In addition, an EPA3.0 PMF model was used to evaluate the contributions by sulfate, nitrate,
and organics on rBC coating thickness [35–39]. This method was based on assuming that all the rBC
can be coated by other components measured by the ACSM. However, there could be some pure rBC
particles that were not coated by any aerosol chemical coating in the atmosphere, those parts of which
cannot be well explained due to the limitation of the instruments. The mass ratio between sulfate,
organics, and nitrate to that of rBC [36] and the relative coating thickness (f BC) (f BC = (Dp − Dc)/Dc)
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are the data input to the PMF model. The values of (OA)/(rBC), (sulfate)/(rBC), (nitrate)/(rBC) and f BC

predicted by the PMF model agree well with the observed values (R2 = 0.84, 0.99, 0.99, 0.87 during the SF
and R2 = 0.82, 0.99, 0.99, 0.82 during the RD, respectively). The data validation and a detail description
of the fitting results are given in the Supplementary Materials, Figure S1, Text S2, and Table S1.

Factor 1 explained high loadings of (SO4)/(rBC), indicating that sulfate could dominate the coating
materials. Factor 2 showed that (OA)/(rBC) occupy a major proportion, meaning that organics could be
the main component among those coatings. Factor 2 is likely the most important one among the three
factors, because Factor 2 was the main contributor for the f BC during both SF and RD. Factor 3 was
mainly composed of (NO3)/(rBC), suggesting that nitrate could be the major contributor to the rBC
coating thickness. Therefore, those factors could be defined as sulfate-related (Factor 1), OA-related
(Factor 2), and nitrate-related (Factor 3) coating sources, respectively [35,37,39].

As shown in Figure 5, sulfate-related and OA-related factors have contributed around 90% of
f BC over the SF. This indicates that both sulfate and organics constituted to the principal chemical
coatings of rBC-containing. Factor 3 also showed high loadings of nitrate, but a very low level of f BC,
which means that nitrate-related components might not be a main component of the rBC’s coatings.
During the RD, Factors 2 and 3 contributed predominantly to f BC, signifying that nitrates and organics
directly constituted the components of the coatings, whereas sulfate might not represent an important
part of the coatings. While comparing the two sets of results, it can be seen that Factor 2 was the most
important part of the results in both periods, and contributed more than half of the coating components,
while Factor 1 and Factor 3 showed different effects in the two time regimes.

3.2.2. Quantification of Firework Event

Firework ignition has been found to emit large amounts of potassium ions (K+), which is a
well-established tracer for a firework event (FE) [40,41]. As shown in Figure 6, the entire process
took place from 16:00 on 30 January to 3:00 of the next morning, as indicated by the blue arrow.
Two significant increments of K+ concentrations were observed on the first day of the Lunar New
Year, one at 19:00 and another at 00:00 on 31 January, which are defined as FE1 and FE2, respectively.
Coincidentally, a rapid change in wind direction and firework burning occurred simultaneously during
the FE1. As shown in Figure 6d, secondary aerosol species (e.g., SO4, and NO3) substantially increased
which corresponded to the change of K+. Apparently, the primary species (e.g., SO2, CO, and NO) also
showed obvious changes. Section 3.2.1 has illustrated that Factors 1, 2, and 3 were the sulfate-related
coatings, OA-related coatings, and nitrate-related coatings, respectively. Generally, the contribution
of each component to the rBC coating thickness showed that the contributions of sulfate and nitrate
increased when that of OA decreased. Comparing between Figure 6d and e, it was found that Factors
1 and 3 presented a similar change in trends with respect to sulfate and nitrate, but Factor 2 was
not matched well with the oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA), where OOA can be considered as a
surrogate of secondary OA [42,43]. Thus, it can be explained that Factor 2 contains a large amount of
primary organic matter for both FE1 and FE2. After the FE1, the pollutants had spread due to the rise
in WS. The proportion of Factor 2 decreased with increasing Dp/Dc and had a minimum value when
Factor 2 was at the peak value. This phenomenon further supports the assertion that Factor 2 was
mainly composed of primary organic aerosols (POA) at the FE. The thickest outer shell thickness of
rBC was observed at the same time as the peak K+ concentration of both FE1 andFE2, which means
that the coating process for rBC was mostly influenced by the transformation of particulate matter
from local pollutants during the whole course of the FE. Figure 6e also shows that the coating thickness
of rBC was most closely related to Factor 1, indicating that sulfate might be the main non-refractory
coating material.
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Figure 5. Contribution of different components for (a) spring festival and (b) regular day.

3.3. rBC Source Attribution by SP2 and ACSM

Using a multiple linear regression analysis to identify sources of rBC, the ACSM-PMF OA factors
and rBC were used as the inputs of the calculations. Supplementary Figure S2 presents the mass
spectra of PMF OA factors, including hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), biomass burning OA (BBOA),
and oxygenated OA (OOA). The HOA spectrum, characterized by CnH2n−1

+ and CnH2n+1
+, is consistent

with those resolved at urban sampling sites [14,34,41,44]. In fact, the HOA factor in the urban
environment has been well known to be mainly generated from traffic emissions [14,34,41,44]. The mass
spectrum of BBOA was characterized by evident signals at m/z 60 and m/z 73, two typical markers
indicative of biomass burning. The mass spectrum of OOA, a surrogate of secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) with regional characteristics [43,44], was mainly dominated by m/z 44. Negligible contribution
of m/z 60 and hydrocarbon ion series to the OOA spectrum could further support a good PMF
model performance to apportion primary (i.e., HOA and BBOA) and secondary (i.e., OOA) OA
factors in the present study. Therefore, local vehicular emissions can be represented by HOA, while
BBOA can represent rBC coming from biomass burning [25]. OOA could represent aged or oxidized
rBC-containing particles coming from regional transport [33]. Thus, the formula of the mass of rBC
(mBC) can be described as follows:

mBCTotal = a (HOA) + b (BBOA) + c (OOA)
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To better estimate the relationship between the rBC_measured and rBC_modeled, we first removed
all the instantaneous extremes of both OA and rBC. As shown in Figure 7, a good correlation between
rBC_measured and rBC_modeled was observed with a linear regression, r2 = 0.79. Note that this
method is feasible in practical application [44].
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Figure 6. Time series of hourly average (a) wind speed, wind direction, (b) temperature, relative
humidity, (c) mass concentrations of sulfur dioxide, nitric oxide, ozone, carbon oxide, (d) mass
concentrations of oxygenated organic aerosol, nitrate, sulfate, rBC, (e) Dp/Dc, contribution of different
components and potassium ion mass concentrations. Note that concentrations of CO (3*CO) and rBC
(2*rBC) have been multiplied by the factors of 3 and 2, respectively, to better visualize their trends.

The regression results, as shown in Figure 8, indicate the good performance of both rBC_measured
and rBC_modeled during most of the time. The regression coefficients (a), (b) and (c) are shown in
Table 1. The coefficient of traffic emission which influenced Factor (a) during SF (a = 0.949) was higher
than that observed during the RD (a = 0.408). Local vehicular emissions accounted for 45% and 32% of
the total rBC during the SF and RD, respectively. The Factor (a) continuously followed a downward
trend away from urban areas [23], but the instruments were set at the same observation site throughout
the whole observation period. This is because vehicular emissions were concentrated in the morning
and evening rush hours during the RD, but the distribution of vehicular emissions were more uniform
during the SF. In view of this, Factor (a) displayed a higher value based on the statistical evidence,
because the industrial production process was brought to a halt during the entire vacation period.
This could have accounted for the reason behind traffic emission constituting the major source of
rBC during the SF. The coefficient of regional transport influencing Factor (c) was found to be in very
small numbers during both SF and RD, but due to the high concentrations of OOA during the whole
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time, regional transport contributed around 25% to all rBC in both periods. Figure 8b also shows
that the model always underestimates rBC mass concentration when Dp/Dc is low and frequently
over-estimates it when the outer shell thickness of rBC is relatively thicker. This might be due to the
fact that we did not take into account some fresh emission sources of rBC in the model, and then
overestimated the influence of regional transport. The OOA may contain some local aging secondary
OA that cannot be classified as part of the regional emission sources of rBC. This also indicates that
more work needs to be done in further research.
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Table 1. The tri-linear regression results for the rBC-ACSM-PMF attribution.

Period a b c r2

Spring Festival (SF) 0.949 ± 0.061 0.224 ± 0.027 0.053 ± 0.010 0.98
Regular Days (RD) 0.408 ± 0.036 0.328 ± 0.017 0.057 ± 0.006 0.90
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4. Conclusions

Characterization of the mixing state and sources of rBC aerosols in Nanjing’s urban areas, the YRD
region of China, was investigated using the SP2 during the wintertime with special emphasis on the SF.
The experiment was conducted from 26 January to 25 February 2014. The results showed that the mean
rBC mass concentration was found to be around 3.65 ± 2.95 µg/m3 and 2.80 ± 1.68 µg/m3 during SF and
RD, respectively. The daily variation of the rBC mass had two peak values on RD, which was mostly
influenced by meteorological factors and human activities but showed obvious differences during
SF. The rBC mass had a remarkable increase shortly after midnight due to many fireworks’ ignition,
which is a typical "Chinese characteristic". A PMF model indicated that organics played a major role in
rBC’s coatings in the two periods, but sulfate constituted another main component contributing to the
coating during SF, whereas nitrate contributed more during RD. The coating thickness of rBC was
higher before sunrise in the early morning and early afternoon during SF and lower in the morning and
evening during RD, and the outer shell thickness of rBC was also thicker at the same time. The shell
thickness of rBC was heavily influenced by local lighting of fireworks, which particularly increased
with the increased sulfate. The rBC-ACSM-PMF showed that local vehicular emissions made up 45%
and 32% of the total rBC during the SF and RD, suggesting that vehicular traffic emissions were the
dominating source of rBC in the period of SF and the regression coefficient (a) is higher than for RD.
However, the contribution of biomass combustion was the exact opposite of local vehicular emissions,
and rBC by regional transport was similar during both periods.
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network; Table S1: Contribution of each component during Spring Festival (SF) and Regular Days (RD); Text S2:
The meaning of average fraction of measured signal by each factor; Figure S2: Mass spectra of hydrocarbon-like
OA (HOA), oxygenated OA (OOA) and biomass burning OA (BBOA) factors resolved by ACSM-PMF analysis.
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